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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let - 00 5 a < b I 00. A linear operator 
T: c@(T) --f &(a, b), 
with domain %r(T) a linear subspace of &(a, b), defined for every XE g(T) by 
(TX)(S) =iK(.s,t)x(t)dt for a.e. s~(~1,6), 
a 
is called a (classical) Carleman operator if the kernel K(s, t) of T satisfies the 
Carleman condition: 
i ]K(s, t)l* dt < 00 for a.e. SE (a, b). 
0 
T is called a (classical) semi-Carleman operator if the kernel satifies 
r IK(s,t)l*ds< 00 for a.e. tE(a,b). 
The theory of these operators was developed during the years 1920-1923, and 
a first systematic exposition was given by T. Carleman [2] (1923). Carleman 
operators have since been generalised by, among others, J. Weidmann [9] 
(1970), V.B. Korotkov [6] (1971), A.R. Schep [7] (1980), N.E. Gretsky and J.J. 
Uhl [3] (1981) and J.J. Grobler and P. van Eldik [5] (1983). Semi-Carleman 
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operators appear in the work of M. Schreiber and G. Targonski [8] (1930), J. 
Weidmann [9] (1970) and T.K. Wong [lo] (1972). 
Schep [7] described Carleman operators in the more general setting of Riesz 
spaces of measurable functions, and Grobler and Van Eldik [5] gave an abstract 
definition for Carleman operators in the setting of Riesz spaces where no 
measure space is involved. In section 3 of this paper we formulate a definition 
for semi-Carleman operators in a setting of measurable functions, and 
characterise these operators. In section 4 we present an abstract definition for 
semi-Carleman operators in Riesz spaces and show that the notion of a semi- 
Carleman operator being a kernel operator is not lost in the process of abstrac- 
tion. Conditions are formulated under which an abstract semi-Carleman 
operator is an abstract kernel operator. 
The authors would like to express their gratitude to professor A.C. Zaanen 
for the many constructive remarks and the advice he rendered during the 
preparation of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let F be a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space. We call a linear operator T: E + F order continuous (a-order con- 
tinuous) if TX, -+ TX in order in F whenever x,+x in order in E (if TX,, + TX 
in order in F whenever x, --t x in order in E). L - [E, F) denotes the space of 
order bounded operators from E into F, and L&[E,F) denotes the band of 
order continuous operators in L - [E, F). If F= IR, we write E- instead of 
L- [E, F) to denote the order dual of E, and E& instead of L&[E, F) to denote 
the order continuous dual of E. The Riesz space E is called perjkct whenever 
E = (E&&. For a Banach lattice E we denote the Banach dual of E by E*, and 
E*=E-. Therefore E&,=E,*, and we shall write E’ instead of Es. We recall 
that for two Riesz spaces E and F such that F is Dedekind complete, if 
TEL- [E, F), then the order adjoint operator T- : F- -+ E- is the restriction 
of the algebraic adjoint operator T# : F# + E #, while T’ denotes the restric- 
tion of T# to F&J. For two Banach lattices E and F, we denote by B[E, F) the 
set of norm bounded linear operators defined on E and with range in F. If E 
and Fare Banach lattices then the Banach adjoint T*: F*+ E * of T coincides 
with the order adjoint T- of T because F*= F- and E *= E -. The reader is 
referred to [ 111, paragraph 97 and paragraph 115 for more information on ad- 
joint operators. 
For a more detailed discussion on what follows the reader is referred to [ 111, 
paragraph 112 and chapter 13. Let (Y,& p) and (x7, v) be two a-finite measure 
spaces. We denote by L,(Y:p) and L,(gv) the Riesz spaces of all p-a.e. and v- 
a.e. finite realvalued measurable functions on 9 and g respectively. Let L and 
M be ideals in L,(Xv) and L,(Y:p) respectively. If K(s, t) is a real (,u x v)- 
measurable function on BX .9 having the property that for every XE L the in- 
tegral y(s) = j,K(s, t)x(t)dv(t) is finite for ,u-a.e. SE B and y is a member of 
M, then the operator T: L + M, defined for all XE L by 
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(TX)(S) = S K(s,t)x(t)dv(t) for a.e. .sEB 
B 
is called a kernel operator or integral operator (from L into M) with kernel 
K(s, t). The operator T: L -+ M is called an absolute kernel operator whenever 
IK(s, t)l is the kernel of a kernel operator from L into M. A kernel operator 
T: L -+ A4 is an absolute kernel operator if and only if T is order bounded, and 
in this case / TI is the kernel operator with kernel IK(s, t)l . Every kernel 
operator from L into M is order bounded when considered as an operator from 
L into L,(gp). The subset Y of gis called an L-zero set if every XE L vanishes 
v-a.e. on Y. There exists an L-zero set Y, such that the set theoretic difference 
C= g\ Y,, does not contain any L-zero set of positive measure. The set C is 
called the carrier of the ideal L. When considering a kernel operator from L 
into A4 there is no restriction of the generality in assuming that gis the carrier 
of L. If giis the carrier of both L and L&, then L is order dense in L,(Kv) 
and L,$ separates the points of L ([ll], theorem 95.2). 
For an ideal L in L,(g v) with carrier $ the band L, in L - of all order con- 
tinuous functionals on L can be identified with the following ideal in LO(gv): 
{felt: bj_f(t)x(t)l dv(t) < 00 for xEL}. 
Indeed, for any rp~ L&, there exists an f in this ideal such that p(x)= 
=j,f(t)x(t)dv(t) for all XEL ([ll], theorem 86.3) and conversely, for any 
such f the linear functional v, defined by p(x) = S,f(t)x(t)dv(t) is an element 
of Lo<. 
When the ideal L in LO(X v) is equipped with a Riesz norm Q (that is, a norm 
Q with the property that Q(X) <e(y) whenever 1x1~ 1 yl in L), L is referred to 
as a normed function space and often denoted by L,. The space L, is called 
a Banachfzmction space if L is norm complete with respect to Q. The Banach 
dual L* of the normed function space L is an ideal in the order dual L -. Fur- 
thermore, 
where 
e*(f) := sup{ j ixfi dv:e(x) 5 1) 
.!7 
is clearly the restriction of the norm in the Banach dual L * to L&. The set L& 
is an ideal in L& = {f~ L,(Kv) : l, lxfl dv < 00 for all XE L}, having the set g 
as carrier. The function space (L&Q*) is called the associate space (or Ktithe 
dual) of (L,Q) and Q* is called the associate norm of Q. This restriction of the 
norm on L * to L& is usually denoted by Q’, and (L&Q*) is denoted by L,#. 
The space L,, is a Banach function space with carrier Z The second associate 
space L,. is defined in a similar manner, and we have that L,CL,!! and @“se. 
The norms Q’ and Q” have the Fatou property: O<u,f u in L,, implies that 
I’ T@‘(U) (and similarly for Q”). 
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3. SEMI-CARLEMANOPERATORS 
We formulate a definition for a semi-Carleman operator in a function space 
setting to coincide with the classical definition of a semi-Carleman operator ac- 
ting on L,(u,6). In theorem 3.2 a characterisation of a semi-Carleman 
operator is presented, which also motivates our definition of an abstract semi- 
Carleman operator in section 4. Ideals in L,(Xv) and &,(%,D) will henceforth 
be assumed to have the sets .9 and 8 respectively as carriers. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let L be an ideal in L,(Kv) and let Mr be a normed func- 
tion space in LO(Y:p). Let T: L -‘MC be a kernel operator with kernel K(s, t) 
and denote the (p x v)-measurable function K(s, t) as a function of s for v-a.e. 
t E 9 by k’(s). T is called a semi-Carleman operator if k’(s) E MC!, for v-a.e. 
Let 0 5 k E LO(K v) and consider the order dense ideal 
Dk := {x~L&Xvv): j lx(t)1 k(t)dv(t) < m} 
d 
in LO(zv). For any given ideal L in L,,(zv) we shall write 
Dk(L) := (xEL: S Ix(t)1 k(t)dv(t) < w}. 
.F 
If v({tEg: k(t)=O})=O then Dk=L1(g;l) for the measure A defined 
A(Y) := l,, k(t)dv(t) for all YEQ. The L,-norm of an XED, is given 
pk(x) := j, Ix(t)1 dA(t)=j, Ix(t)1 k(t)dv(t). D, is isometric isomorphic 
L,(Kv). The isometric isomorphism 
nk: D,+ L,(S,v) 
is defined by 
,rk :=x H xk fOI’ all XE&. 
by 
by 
to 
Since v-null sets and A-null sets are identical the spaces L,(gv) and &(%A) 
are identical and so are the spaces L,(gv) and L,(XA). Semi-Carleman 
operators can now be characterised in the following away: 
3.2. THEOREM. Let L be an ideal in L,(Zv) such that ,Y is the carrier of 
both L and L&, let Mr be a normed function space in L,,(Zu:) and let 
T: L -+My be a linear operator. Consider the following statements: 
i) T is a semi-Carleman operator. 
ii) There exists a 0 I k E L,(Z v) such that 
[“(TX) 5 j Ix(t)1 k(t)dv(t) < w for aI/ xEDk(L). 
.9 
The following implications hold: 
a) i) * ii) 
b) ii) 3 i) if [’ is an order continuous norm and T is a a-order continuous linear 
operator. 
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PROOF. a) If T is a semi-Carleman operator with kernel K(.s, t) and if 
k=[“(k’(s)), then k~&(gv) ([ll], corollary 99.3), and for all XED&), we 
have 
[“(TX) = sup{ j I(Tx)(@Y(s)l MS) : c’(Y) 5 1) 
.!?J 
= sup{ s IS K(G t)x(t)dv(t)l lY(G Us) : C’(Y) 5 11 
.!?g 
5 sup{ s r”(k’(s))r’(y) lx(t)1 dv(t) : C’(Y) 5 l> 
B 
= s k(l) lx(t)1 dv(t) 
8 
< 03, 
using Fubini’s theorem and Holder’s inequality for function norms. Hence ii) 
holds. 
b) Assume for the moment that v{t~ p k(t) =0} = 0. We have that 
(“(TX) 5 j Ix(t)1 k(t)dv(t) 
LY 
= i Ix(t)1 &(t) (where dA = kdv) 
= Pk(X) 
for all xrzD,(L). This shows that T: Dk(L) + Mcm is a norm bounded operator 
with norm I( TII I 1. We shall prove now that D&L) is order dense in Dk = 
=L,(xn): If O<XED~C&,(ZV) there exists, since L is order dense in LO(%v), 
an element 0 <y EL with 0 <y 5 x. Since D, is an ideal in L,(K v) we also have 
that y ED,. Consequently, y E Dk n L = D,(L). Hence, since L,(fKA) has order 
continuous norm, D,(L) is also norm dense in Dk. Since M,. is a Banach 
space, T can therefore be uniquely extended by continuity to a contraction on 
L,(KA) into iMr,,. Since c’= [“‘ is order continuous and lUrc” is perfect (because 
according to [l 11, corollary 111.2 A4; is perfect for any normed function space 
A4(, and MC,, = (My,); = (My,) - = (My.)*) we conclude from [ll], theorem 98.3 
that T: L,(zA) + Mrrj is an absolute kernel operator, Hence T: Dk(L) -+ A-frst is 
also an absolute kernel operator. But Dk(L) is order dense in L and it easily 
follows from this and the fact that T is a-order continuous that T: L + L,(Y:,u) 
is an absolute kernel operator. 
In the general case, let g= L!& U g, where g0 := {t E Z k(t) = O> and gi := 
: = Y\ To. Then every x E L has a unique decomposition x = xc, + xi where x0 : = 
:=xrox and xl:=xqx, i.e. L has a decomposition L=L,@L, with 4 the 
carrier of the band L; (i = 0,l). Our assumption in b) implies that Lo is contain- 
ed in the kernel of T and by what we have proved the restriction T, of T to the 
band L, is an absolute kernel operator from L1 into L,(gp). Note now that 
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T= T,P with P the projection of L onto L, . Using the Bukvalov condition 
([ 111, theorem 96.8) it follows immediately that T is an absolute kernel operator 
from L into LO(Y:,u). 
Hence, T: L +Mr is a kernel operator (perhaps not an absolute kernel 
operator). Let K(s, t) be its kernel. We show that c”(k’(s)) < 00 v-a.e. on .? 
Note first that for every 01 u ED~(L) the element 1 T 1 u of MC,, is the supre- 
mum of the upwards directed set of all finite sums 
{ C ITo,/ :v;eL+, Cu;= u}. 
Since L,(Y:,u) is super Dedekind complete, there exists a sequence s,? 1 Tj (u), 
where each sk is such a finite sum. Hence, since the norm [” is a Fatou norm, 
it follows that 
cn(sk) ] [“( 1 T ( 24) for all 0 5 U ED,&). 
But, if Sk= cy=, /Tujl, then 
5”(+) = c”( C I Tu;l) 5 C L-“(TV;) 
5 c ~v;wGwJw 
= j u(f)k(ibwl), 
9 
and therefore [“(I TI u) 5 j, u(t)k(t)dv(t) for all 01 u E Dk(L). Let x be an ar- 
bitrary element of D,(L). For any element y of MCI with c’(y)< 1 it now 
follows that 
5 i”(l TI ClxlNi’W 5 <“(I TI (1x1)) 5 j I-W)1 k(tWv(t). 
i7 
Hence, for all ~EM(, with [‘(v)‘l we have S,, IK(s,t)l ly(s)l &(s)lk(t) 
v-a.e. on K the exceptional set of measure zero in g depending on y in 
general. However, since by the Luxemburg-Gribanov result ([l l] corollary 
99.3) <“(k’(s)) is the supremum of a countable number of the functions 
S, IW, 0 b(s)1 444 with 63~)~ 1, we have [“(k’(s))<k(t) v-a.e. on K There- 
fore k’(s) E MC,, for v-a.e. t E g and so T is a semi-Carleman operator. n 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let T: L + A4, be a semi-Carleman operator with kernel 
K(s, t) mapping the ideal L into the normed function space A4( and let 
k(t) : = [“(k’(s)). Then 
a) T: D,(L) + A4(,, is an absolute kernel operator. 
b) k(t)=inf{OsgELO(Xv):[“(Tx)sj, Ix(t)1 g(t)dv(t)<mforallxED,<L>}. 
PROOF. (a) As in the proof of 3.2(a) we find for every xEDk(L) that 
SUP{S,~ S,, IK(s,t)l Ix(t)1 dv(t,lAs)l &W:i’(A~ l>d, k(t) t-W)1 dv(t)<~. 
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Hence, 
S IK(s,t)l lx(t)1 dv(t)EMI,, for all XED&), 
Z7 
which establishes our claim that the kernel K(s, t) of the operator T defines an 
absolute kernel operator from D,(L) into MC”. 
(b) If T is a semi-Carleman operator the argument used to prove 3.2(a) 
shows that k(t) is an element of &(gv) which satisfies the condition that 
[“(TX) 5 1, Ix(t)1 k(t) dv(t) for all XED~(L). Let g2 0 be any function satisfy- 
ing this condition. As we remarked earlier, T is an order bounded operator 
from L into L,(gp). We now argue exactly as in the proof of 3.2(b) to show 
that 
[“(I TI u) I L u(t)g(t)dv(t) < 03 for all 0 5 u ED,(L). 
We then proceed to show (using the fact that D, and hence also D,(L) is 
order dense in LO($v) that 
1 JK(s,t)l Iv(s)1 &(s) 5 g(t) v-a.e. on gif c’(y) I 1. 
9 
From this, using the Luxemburg-Gribanov result again, we conclude that 
k(t) =[“(k’(s))~g(t)) v-a.e. on X This completes the proof. n 
4. SEMI-CARLEMAN OPERATORS IN RIESZ SPACES 
The characterisation presented in theorem 3.2 suggests the following defini- 
tion of a semi-Carleman operator in a Riesz space setting: 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let Y be a 
normed space. A linear operator T: 6@(T) --t Y, 9(T) C E, is called a semi- 
Carleman operator (abstract semi-Carleman operator) if there exists an order 
dense ideal Dk in E and an order continuous linear functional k on Dk such 
that 9(T)>Dk and I(Txll~k(lxl) for all XED~. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, let Y be a normed 
space and consider the following statements for a linear operator T: G?(T) --f Y, 
g(T)cE. 
i) T is a semi-Carleman operator. 
ii) There exists an order dense ideal ITC Q7( T) in E and an L-normed space 
K, such that TX = T, T,x for all x E I,, where T, : Ir+ K, is an order con- 
tinuous Riesz homomorphism onto KT and T, E B[Kr, Y). 
iii) There exists an order dense ideal IrC ?9( T) in E and an AL-space LT such 
that TX= T, T,x for all XE I,, where T1 : IT -+ LT is an order continuous Riesz 
homomorphism onto a norm dense ideal K, in L,, and T,EB[L,, Y). 
The following implications hold: 
a) i) * ii). 
4.5 
b) ii) =. iii) if Y is a Banach space. 
c) iii) = i). 
PROOF. a) Let k and Dk satisfy the conditions of definition 4.1. Then Nk = 
= {XEE: k(lxl)=O} is a band in D, and the quotient map T, : Dk + Dk/Nk is 
an order continuous Riesz homomorphism onto the L-normed space K,:= 
:= (Dk/Nkrpk), where pk([x]) := k(lxf) for all XE Dk. Define the mapping 
T,: K,+ Y by T,(T,x)= TX for all x~D,cg(T). The mapping T,: KT+ Y is 
well defined because if T, x1 = T, x2, it follows from the equivalent statements: 
T,(x, -x2) = 0; x, -x2cNk; k(lx, -x2/) = 0, 
that T(x, -x2) = 0. If [x] E T, (Dk) = K,, we have that 
llT2M/I = IITzT,-4 = IIT’ 5 W> =P,JW 
This shows that T2 E B[K,, Y), and II T211 5 1. 
b) Denote the norm completion of K, by L,. Since Y is a Banach space, T2 
can be extended uniquely to L, by continuity. Denoting this extension again 
by T,, we have that T2~B[LT, Y). 
c) Define p(x):= I/x+/I - IIx-ll for all xeL,. Then OI(~E(L~)&=(K~)&. 
Also define k(x) : = (T; q)(x) for all x E I,. Then, since T,- : (L,)& + (Zr)&, , 
T;rO and ~20, we have that Olk~(Zr),. For any XED~:=Z~C!~~(T) it 
follows that 
II Txll = II T2 TI XII 5 II Tzll II T,xll 
= llT2ll cp(lT,xl) 
= IIT2ll vG7 l-4) 
= llT2ll(Tc4(l-4) 
= IIT2ll WI> 
= h(lxl) 
with 01 h := 11 T211 k. T is therefore a semi-Carleman operator. n 
For any Riesz space E we denote the canonical map from E into (E&)& by 
j,. Hence, for all x E E and cp E E,$, j,(x)(v) = p(x). If Ed;, separates the points 
of E, j, is an embedding of E into (E&)&, as a Riesz subspace. In this case we 
regard E as a Riesz subspace of (E&J&,. Let F be a Riesz space such that F&, 
separates the points of F. If T: E -+ F is an operator we can often say more 
about the operator if we consider it as having its range in (F&J& instead of in 
F, i.e., if we consider the operator j,T instead of T. We also write T: E+ 
+ (F&&, to denote the operator j,T. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let F be a 
Banach lattice separated by F,*o . If T: $8 (T) + F, 9l (T) C E, is a semi-Carleman 
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operator, then there exists an order dense ideal Z,C 6@(T) in E such that T 
restricted to Zr is an order bounded operator from I, into (F&)&. 
PROOF. Let T, , T, and L, be as in 4.2(iii). The operator T2 EB[L,, F) has an 
order bounded adjoint T,‘: F+ L;=(Lr)&, because L; is an AM-space the 
unit ball of which is an order interval and T; is continuous. Since T; is also 
order continuous we have that Tl: [(L,)&]& --t (F$J& and T;’ is order bound- 
ed. However, since j,T, = T;‘jL,, the operator j,T, is order bounded. But j,T 
restricted to I, equals j,T, T, and so j,T restricted to I, is order bounded. 
This completes the proof. n 
We recall that whenever E is an Archimedean Riesz space and F is a Dedekind 
complete Riesz space the elements of the band (E,$ @ F)dd in L - [E, F) are call- 
ed the abstract kernel operators from E into F. An abstract kernel operator T 
can be characterised in terms of order continuity and sequential star order con- 
tinuity of T. (See [4].) The sequence (x,) is called star order convergent to zero 
in E if every subsequence of (x,) has a subsequence which is order convergent 
to zero in E and we write x, -li 0. An operator TEL - [E, F) is called sequen- 
tially star order continuous if for every sequence (x,,) in E with OSX,,SX and 
x, 3 0 we have that (TX,) converges in order to 0 in F (TX, 5 0 in F). We note 
that a sequentially star order continuous operator is a-order continuous. 
Hence, if E is order separable, every sequentially star order continuous 
operator will also be order continuous. 
The following theorem is proved in [4], theorem 2.4 and theorem 3.6. 
4.4. THEOREM. a) Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and F a Dedekind 
complete Riesz space. Zf TE (E& 0 F)dd then T is order continuous and se- 
quentially star order continuous. 
b) Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and F a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space separated by its order continuous dual. Zf TEL - [E, F) is an order con- 
tinuous operator which is sequentially star order continuous, then TE (E&O 
@ F)dd. 
Of course, if E is order separable, the condition that T be order continuous 
can be omitted in part b) of the above theorem. 
We shall now prepare the background for deriving conditions under which 
a semi-Carleman operator is an abstract kernel operator. Theorems 4.5,4.6,4.7 
and 4.8 are similar to [II], theorems 97.2, 97.4, 98.2 and 98.3. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and F a Dedekind 
complete Riesz space, and let TE(E$O F)dd. Then T’e(jrFQ E&)dd~ 
cL,[F&E&). 
PROOF. If TE (Ed; @ F)dd so is 1 T/ . If we can prove the theorem for positive 
operators, it follows then from (T’l I 1 TI’E (j,F@ E&Jdd that T’ belongs to 
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the band (j,F @ E,$fd. Assume therefore without loss of generality that TL 0. 
If T= Cy=, (pi@ui) with 05cp,~Ed;, and u;eF+ (lliln), then 
Also, if 0rT1 Cy=, (pi@ui), then Or T's Err, (j,ui@pi). Now, if 01 
I T E (Eo;, @ F)dd, there exists an upwards directed system 0 5 T,? T with every 
T, majorised by a finite sum C (Cpi @ ui). Also, TAT T’ as is easily verified, and 
by our remarks above every T& is majorised by a finite sum 
C (j,Ui 0 ~oJ E (j#‘O E&J C ((&XI 0 E$). 
If follows that 
T’E (jrF0 E&Jdd C ((F&)& @ E&Jdd c L&,[F&,, E&). W 
4.6. THEOREM. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let F be a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space separated by its order continuous dual. Suppose 
that T is a linear operator from E into F such that T’ E ((F&)$ @ E&,)dd~ 
CL-[F&,EG). Then T~(E~O(F~~),)dd~L-[E,(F~)~). 
PROOF. Note firstly that it follows from 4.5 that 
T” E 6% 0 (F&&Jdd c J%J(-%),, (F&)00) 
and hence j,T= T”j,eL- [E,(F&&), i.e. 1 j,Tl exists. Also, since F& is 
perfect, one easily sees that we can identify (j,T)’ and T’. Hence, applying 
Synnatschke’s theorem (Ill], theorem 115.2) we get /T’I = Ij,Tl’ and there- 
fore ljrTl’E((F&J&@E&)dd. We may thus assume without loss of generality 
that j,TzO, i.e., since j, is a Riesz isomorphism, TzO. Then, by 4.5 T” E 
E [(Eo7, @ (F&J&] and there exists an upwards directed system Or T, ] T” with 
every T, E L - [(E,-J- , (F&J&) majorised by a finite sum of the form 1 pi@Gi 
with 0 I pi E E&, and 0 I Gj E (F&G. The operator T,j, is then still majorised 
by this sum and T,j,r T”j,=j,T. Hence, jrTE(E&@ (F,$)&,)dd. n 
4.7. THEOREM. Let E be a Banach lattice having order continuous norm, 
and let F be a Dedekind complete AM-space with unit e (i.e., the unit ball in 
F is the order interval I-e, e]) and such that F is separated by F&, . If T: E + F 
is a norm continuous operator, then TE (E&, @ F)dd. 
PROOF. Since the unit ball of F is the order interval [-e, e], it is immediately 
clear that T is order bounded. Moreover, since E has order continuous norm, 
E is super-Dedekind complete and we need only show that T is sequentially star 
order continuous. (See the remark after theorem 4.4). Let 05 U,,I u and let 
u, 3 0. Then IIu,I/ + 0 since E has order continuous norm. By the continuity of 
T, Tu, --t 0 in norm in F. This means that Tu, + 0 e-uniformly in F and so cer- 
tainly Tu, -+ 0 in order in F. n 
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4.8. , THEOREM. Let F be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice separated by 
F& and with the property that the norm on F* is order continuous. If L is an 
AL-space, then every norm continuous operator T: L + F is an element of 
CL * 0 UT&i) 
dd 
. 
PROOF. Since T’: F& -+ L * is a norm continuous operator and since L * is an 
AM-space with unit such that (L*)& separates the points of L*, we have 
T’E ((F,$),* @ L *)dd = ((F,$)& @ L,$)dd 
by 4.7. Since L is an AL-space it is Dedekind complete and therefore by 4.6, 
TE (L& @ (F&)&>dd = (L * 0 (F$&Jdd. 
4.9. LEMMA. Let I be an order dense ideal in an Archimedean Riesz space 
E. If OSX,,SX where x E Ed;, (and x,, E EdT, for all n) and x,, % 0 in I&, then 
x,%0 in E&. 
PROOF. Since x,, % 0 in Id; there exists a sequence (1.4,) in I&, such that 
0 IX, I u, 10. The functional XA u, E I&, is dominated on I by the functional 
XE E&, for every n. Therefore, according to [l], theorem 2.2, XAU, can be ex- 
tended to an order bounded linear functional v, on E, with v, still dominated 
by x. Since x E E,-, , v, is also order continuous and uniquely determined. We 
show that v,,lO in E&,: Let 0 5 v 5 v, for all n. Then v restricted to I is an ele- 
ment of I&, and denoting this restriction by vI, we have that v~I(v,,)~Iu,,, 
where (v,JI denotes the restriction of v, to I. Hence vf = 0 which implies, since 
I is order dense and v E EG, that u = 0. Finally, since 0 IX,, IX A u, holds on I 
which is order dense we have 01x,, 5 u,. This completes the proof. n 
4.10. LEMMA. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let F be a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space separated by its order continuous dual. Let 
TE L&[E, F) be such that Tt E (I&, @ (F,Qj)&Jdd, where T, denotes the restriction 
of T to an order dense ideal I in E. Then T’E ((F$)&, @ E&)dd. 
PROOF. We prove the theorem without loss in generality for a positive 
operator T. Note also that (Tt)‘f = (T’f), for all f E F&J (where (T’f), denotes 
the restriction to ZC E of the functional (T’f) on E). Let Olf,, 5 f and let 
f, 3 0 in F&. Since Tt is an abstract kernel operator it follows from 4.5 that 
(T,)’ is an abstract kernel operator and therefore (T,)% 5 0 in I&, . From 
0 5 f,, 5 fit follows that 0 I T’f, I T/f, and since T is order continuous T’f and 
T’f, are elements of E& for all n. By lemma 4.9, T’f, % 0 in E&,. Clearly, 
(E&J&, separates the points of EO;, and so by 4.4(b) we have T’E ((F&j)&@ 
@ Eo;l)dd. n 
4.11. THEOREM. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, let F be a Dedekind 
complete Riesz space separated by its order continuous dual and let TE 
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E L& [E, F). If Z is an order dense ideal in E and if TIN (Z& @ (F&&,)dd, then 
TE (EO;, @ (F@&,)dd. (TI denotes the restriction of T to I.) 
PROOF. The result follows from lemma 4.10 and theorem 4.6. n 
4.12. THEOREM. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let F be a 
Dedekind complete Banach lattice separated by F& and with the property that 
the norm on F* is order continuous. Zf TEL$[E,F) is a semi-Carleman 
operator, then TE (E&, @ (F,$>&Jdd. 
PROOF. From theorem 4.2 we have that T= T, T, on Dk, where T,: Dk --t L,, 
is an order continuous Riesz homomorphism from the order dense ideal Dk in- 
to and AL-space L,, and T2 E B[L,,F). According to 4.8, we have that 
* * T2 E (L7*; 0 U%o),) dd. We prove now that T restricted to Dk belongs to the 
band ((Dk)& @ (F$J,$)dd. Since F& separates the points of (F&)0*0 and since T 
restricted to Dk is order continuous it is only necessary to show that T is se- 
quentially star order continuous. Let 0 IX, IX, x,,, XE Dk be such that x, 3 0 in 
D,. By the order continuity of the Riesz homomorphism T, it easily follows 
that OIT,X,,ST,X and T,x,,%O in LT. But, T2:LT+(F,$,)& is sequentially 
star order continuous since T2 E (LF 0 (F&)&)dd and so TX, = T2 T, x,, J% 0 in 
(F&)&. It follows that T restricted to Dk belongs to the band ((D,& @ (F,$&)dd 
as claimed. An application of theorem 4.11 yields the required result. n 
REMARK. If F is a perfect Riesz space, i.e. if j, is one-to-one and onto, then 
F and (F&G can be identified and theorems 4.6, 4.8, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 can 
be simplified accordingly. 
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